VICE NEWS TONIGHT TO AIR DEDICATED COVID-19 SPECIAL EPISODES

Production to be entirely remote, featuring reports from VICE News Correspondents and daily diaries of people on the front lines of the pandemic

Specials to air at 11PM ET/PT Monday through Thursday on VICE TV

The Emmy® Award-winning nightly newscast VICE News Tonight will begin broadcasting special remote editions of the series starting tonight at 11pm ET/PT. The show is the first nightly newscast to operate fully remotely to accommodate work from home measures.

Episodes will take a deep dive into the journeys of real people in this unprecedented moment, and give viewers a deeper understanding of the pandemic through the VICE News signature style. Daily reports from VICE News correspondents will interweave with diaries from people on the frontlines of the fight against COVID-19. VICE New Tonight: Remote will make sense of this deeply unsettling time and learn more about how the world is responding to meet the challenges ahead, finding shared moments of grace and humor along the way.

In tonight's episode of VICE News Tonight: Remote, host Krishna Andavolu interviews a doctor who believes he was fired for raising concerns about protecting healthcare workers. D.C. Correspondent Liz Landers talks about her latest investigation around COVID-19 diagnoses being shared with state police departments and concerns of patient privacy. Correspondent Josh Hersh covers the impact of COVID-19 on the military while Alice Hines reports on love in the era of social distancing and quarantine.

VICE News Tonight is available on VICE TV via satellite, cable, and iOS and Android authenticated apps.
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